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ABSTRACT: 
        The synthetic jets have been identified as a promising technique for various fields of both dynamic fluid and 
aerodynamics, by using different numerical simulations which recently have been played an important role in their 
development. In the aim to provide the flow mechanisms by influencing both their visualization and their theoretical 
analysis provided by the implementation of the different validation code, several passive and active techniques have been 
studied to explore particularly their characteristics. The present work investigates the performance of the Moving 
Boundary technique which is one of many different computational tools implemented to reproduce the flow behavior of a 
3D synthetic jet. The experimental work is a well stabilized test case used as a CFD benchmark by the CFDVAL 2004 
workshop. The main feature of the present work is in use of a moving boundary implemented by use of generating 
computational mesh at every time step of the unsteady computation. Results are first intended to calibrate versus the 
measurement in order to be sure that phases are accordance. Several points and lines positions are chosen to compare the 
averaged velocity components. The preliminary results are encouraging and allow reproducing at least qualitatively the 
flow behavior animations of the synthetic jet. Nevertheless further improvements have to be added, mainly in grid 
generation and probably in turbulence model selection. The results given in this paper will be used for validating 
perspective computational studies to control the boundary layer separation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Particularly interesting as candidates to the mechanical Engineering devices are proposed as technological promising 
investigations to develop the synthetic jets applications; recently extensive researchers have been made using the numerical 
modeling tools [1, 2], and [3] in this aim. Already the synthetic jets literature have focused on the demonstration and the 
application of one or more single-orifice synthetic jet actuators in jet vectoring and other aerodynamic applications, more 
than David and al [4] present a multi-orifice synthetic jet actuator and investigate the feasibility of using integrated 
microvalves for dynamic orifice output modulation, and discusses the fabrication and characterization of pneumatically 
actuated, micro machined synthetic jet modulator arrays and demonstrates the use of these synthetic jet modulators for 
dynamic modulation of multi-orifice synthetic jet flows. The actual computational studies proved that the synthetic jets 
have shown great promise as fluidic vortex generators in flow control, specifically, drag reduction and heat transfer 
enhancement applications [2], but Despite many ‘unknowns’ in modeling the fluid flows, the challenge of CFD is now 
compounded with the introduction of active flow control technologies [5-6], we noted that Synthetic jets have shown great 
promise as fluidic vortex generators in flow control, specifically, drag reduction and heat transfer enhancement 
applications [2], Synthetic jets are generated by the interactions of a train of vortices periodically drawn into and ejected 
from a cavity through an orifice, they are also the synthetic jet generated in a quiescent external flow condition (in the 
absence of a cross flow) [5], and [7-10], the literature show that different numerical simulations and computational tools 
are used in order to develop and across the flow applications in the computational technology, systematically different 
scientific researchers have been done such as: Allan et al. [11, 5] who investigated the numerical simulation of a 2-D airfoil 
controlled by synthetic jets. They demonstrated the CFD model coupled with the model for rigid body motion, in another 
hand Parekh et al. [12] numerically simulated the experiments of Honohan et al. [13] that studied separation control on a 
thick airfoil using synthetic jet action. Their model successfully predicted the reattachment dynamics and the dependence 
of controlling re-attachment on forcing frequency.  Few publications have reported numerical simulation of the interaction 
between the synthetic jets and the baseline flow to be controlled. Mittal et al. simulated the synthetic jet at the exit of the
SJA with cross flow in a boundary layer under a zero pressure gradient [14, 5]. Also different works are made in order to 
reports the obtained results of simulating the interaction between a synthetic jet and a laminar separation bubble caused by 
adverse pressure gradient in a boundary layer [5]. Eventually the prediction and control of boundary layer separation is 
now becoming an important research topic with significant projection in aerodynamics and flow structure around airfoils. 
The goal is to optimize the aerodynamic engine performances with minimum of noise, vibration and pollutant emissions in 
relation with fuel consumption. One promising technique to control the boundary layer separation is the zero mass flux 
oscillatory jets called synthetic jets. In order to understand the flow behavior in vicinity of the synthetic jets many 
researchers and institutions showed great interest to investigate varied synthetic jets configurations. One important event is 
the CFD Validation of Synthetic Jets and Turbulent Separation Control (CFDVAL 2004) workshop organized in 
Williamsburg, Virginia in March 2004 [15]. Three experimental validation cases adopted in that workshop were done at 
NASA Langley Research Center. Details of experimental studies are available in [16, 17], and [18].  and summary of 
numerical investigations are compiled in [15]. The test case 2 represented in Figure 1 is a synthetic jet in a cross flow 
where the main flow passed in and out of a circular orifice with 6.35 mm in diameter. The main flow is at Mach number of 
0.1 and approximate boundary layer thickness of 21 mm. The jet flow is driven electro-mechanically by a bottom mounted 
square-shaped rigid piston mounted on an elastic membrane inside the cavity chamber beneath the splitter plate. The cavity 
is approximately 1.7 mm deep and the piston moved approximately ± 0.77 mm. The frequency is fixed at 150 Hz, and the 
maximum velocity (wmax) out of the orifice was approximately 1.3 U∞ . As output data, the experimental work provides 
both long-time-average data as well as phase-averaged quantities at several locations. (Fig.2) shows the locations were 
experimental data are provided. In a previous work [19] the second author participates in that workshop by a numerical 
study using Unsteady RANS technique coupled with two equations and several versions of algebraic turbulence models. 
The moving diaphragm was represented by an unsteady boundary condition imposed at the bottom side of the cavity. The 
mentioned contribution is noted on the remaining figures by USTO-rans-tlv. Other numerical contributions from NASA 
and ONERA are also presented. Details of numerical techniques adopted by different participants are not cited here and 
can be consulted in [15]. The present paper is another approach to investigate such complex flow configuration by using 
the moving boundary technique implemented in the ANSYS CFX software. The goal is to compare improvement that can 
be realized when using moving boundary technique instead unsteady inlet conditions.  
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Nomenclature 
f                     oscillation frequency   150 Hz 
Re            Reynolds number of the air flow, dimensionless 
t            time, s 
U            free stream velocity, m/s 
u            streamwise velocity component, m/s 
v            normal velocity component, m/s 
w           lateral velocity component, m/s 
Greek
                   density  
Subscripts
          streamwise condition 
2. CFD CODE DESCRIPTION :
During the last years, the application of the computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Computers codes 
methodology as described [20, 21] has been increased in order to be tested, against to validate the 
theoretical results, and the experimental data, (CFD) package has been developed by many authors and 
researchers [22, 29]. Further details of the in-house CFD model used, concerning the discretization 
process, the boundary conditions, the turbulence model, as well as the evaluation of the developed CFD 
model, can be found in previous papers published by the authors [30, 33]. However, we find different 
computational package tools. The present simulations were conducted using the CFX 5.7.1. In the solver 
package, CFX 5.7.1 allows the use of an important feature which deals with fluid structure interaction by 
use of mesh deformation technique. The user must specify the moving boundary low in a transient manner 
by use of external expression. The displacement of a specified boundary is set relatively to the initial 
mesh. The motion of all remaining nodes is implicitly unspecified, and is given by solving a mesh 
displacement diffusion equation at the beginning of each time step. 
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3. TURBULENCE MODEL: 
The simulations were processed using the CFX 5.7.1 software from ANSYS, Inc. In the solver 
package, the solution of the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations is obtained by using finite 
volume method with a body-fitted hexahedral unstructured grid. A co-located layout is employed in which 
the pressure, turbulence and velocity unknowns share the same location. The momentum and continuity 
equations are coupled through a pressure correction scheme and several implicit first and second order 
accurate schemes are implemented for the space and time discretizations. In the present computation, 
convection terms are discretized with a second order scheme except near discontinuities where it reduces 
to first order to preserve boundedness. 
The turbulence closure is done with the help of the k-omega shear stress transport (SST) turbulence 
model of Menter (1993) [34]. The main advantage of this model is its capability to be applied in the high 
Reynolds number region as well as in the near wall regions. The strategy is based on a blend of the 
ω−k  model of Wilcox (1995) [35] in the near wall region and the standard ε−k model (1972) [36] 
further away from the wall. Due to the high capability behavior of the ω−k  model near the wall, the 
SST model does not need explicit damping when approaching the wall. The well known dependence of 
the freestream values of omega are eliminated by the blend of the ε−k model. The details of the 
Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations as well as the SST turbulence model are not given here since 
they are well documented in the literature. 
4. METHODOLOGY  AND ANALTICAL  MODEL: 
4.1.   Moving Boundary Techniques:  
Mesh deformation is an important component of solving problems with fluid-structure interaction.  
In the solver package this capability is only available for transient simulations. In this technique, we 
are obliged to specify displacement; nodes are displaced according to the specified expression (1). This 
displacement is always relative to the initial mesh. This specification is applied for the cavity bottom wall 
movement; an expression for displacement is applied who gives a displacement of ±0.77 mm. 
( ) [ ]mm tf2sin77.0 rπ=ntdisplaceme         (1)
The motion of all remaining nodes is implicitly unspecified, and is given by solving a mesh 
displacement diffusion equation at the start of each time step. The following parameter is used to control 
the formulation of the mesh displacement equation. 
When this option is chosen, a user FORTRAN routine that explicitly sets the coordinates of all nodes 
in a given domain is specified and called. The Junction Box Routine that is called is specified with this 
mesh deformation option rather than with other Junction Box Routines on the Solver Controls panel of the 
Physics Editor. The specified routine is always called at the start of each time step, and all mesh 
coordinate dependent quantities are automatically updated. Only the coordinates of mesh nodes may 
change, but the topology (connectivity) of the mesh must remain fixed. 
In the discretisation of domain, the integral conservation equation is:  
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This equation must be modified when the control volumes deform. These modifications follow from 
the application of the Leibnitz Rule: 
( )
jj
StV
dn WdV
t
dV
dt
d ∫∫∫ φ+∂φ∂=φ            (3)
Where, j
W
 is the velocity of the control volume boundary. 
The differential conservation equations are again integrated over a given control volume. At this 
juncture, the Leibnitz Rule is applied, and the integral conservation equations are replaced by: 
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The transient term corresponds to the rate of change of storage in the now deforming control volume. 
The mesh velocity is introduced into the advection term, and the result accounts for the net advective 
transport across the volume boundaries. 
Spurious sources will result if the change in volume that is accounted for by the transient term is 
inconsistent with the volume swept by the boundaries of the control volume. Such sources are avoided by 
ensuring that the Geometric Conservation Law (GCL): 
( )
j
S
j
tV
dnWdV
dt
d ∫∫ =            (7)
Satisfied in the discretisation of the transient and advection terms. 
(4)
(5)
(6)
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4.2. Flow Configuration:
Some relevant details from the experimental work are fixed as fellow. The freestream Mach number is 
0.10. We note that the atmospheric conditions varied, but were essentially standard atmospheric 
conditions at sea level, in a wind tunnel vented to the atmosphere, in a temperature-controlled room. The 
table represented below shows the principle characteristics parameters taken at these conditions. 
The measured upstream boundary conditions is provided as downloaded file by the experiment and 
used as it is to set the inflow boundary condition in computations. 
Conditions Values 
P (ambient) approx 101325 kg/m.s2
Temperature approx 297  °K 
Density (ambient) approx 1.185  kg/m3
Viscosity
(ambient) 
approx 18.4e-6  kg/m s 
U (freestream) approx 34.6  m/s 
Re (freestream) approx 2.23 106
Table 1:  Representation of the principle characteristic parameters taken at the atmospheric conditions
(These conditions can be given as approximately) 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION : 
The computational domain is composed by three blocks, including the jet hole and the internal cavity. 
Only half of the physical domain is computed and a symmetry boundary is applied at y=0 plane.  
The computational domain extends from -8 diameters upstream to +20 diameters downstream of the 
centre of the hole. It extends up to 8 diameters over the flat plate in the vertical direction and up to 4 
diameters in the spanwise direction (Figure 1).  
Fig.1: Flow configuration.
The coordinate system is set with x downstream, z up, and y spanwise, with the (x,y,z)=(0,0,0) origin at 8 
diameters (50.8 mm) directly upstream of the center of the orifice (the orifice diameter is = 6.35 mm). 
Results are provided as long-time averaged and phase averaged quantities along specified lines as showed 
in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: Lines where results are provided. 
The measured phase-averaged streamwise (u) and lateral (w) velocities over the (approximate) center 
of the orifice are represented in (Figure 3) as a function of phase (x = 50.63 mm).  
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Fig.3: Case time histories at x = 50.63mm, y = 0, z = 0.4, u and w-velocity respectively 
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Numerical results are presented together with experimental data from CFDVAL 2004 workshop. This 
is the first and main validation test used to calibrate the phase oscillatory computation in regards to 
experimental data. The first impression shows that the main quality of the unsteady flow is well reported. 
Nevertheless when looking at the w component, it is clear that the present computation fail to reproduce 
the sharp peak and the additional hump. This is also the case with other computations [15]. On the other 
side, significant lateral component is reported by the experiment and totally absent from all computational 
work [15]. This is explained by the fact that in computational works this point is part of a symmetry plan 
and consequently no lateral component can captured. The cause of this component in the experimental 
work is not known and was mentioned in previous papers.  
Fig.4: Phase averaged u-velocity at y=0 and 1D downstream, (b) phase125 degree 
Fig.5: Case time histories at x = 57.1mm, y = 0, z = 10.4, u-velocity.
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Fig.6: Case time histories at x = 57.1mm, y = 0, z = 10.4, w-velocity. 
Fig.7: Case time histories at x = 63.28mm, y = 0, z = 10.4, w-velocity. 
(Fig.4) to (Fig.7) show the phase averaged u- and w-components of velocity at symmetry plan and 1D 
downstream. Three phases, 3 degrees are presented, namely 005, 125 and 245 degrees. The first results 
are encouraging; for the most part differences due to grid were relatively small. The CFD mimicked the 
general overall trends measured in the experiment, but there were some noticeable specific differences. 
Mainly the computational grid has to be refined near the wall. Variation of the u and w velocity 
components at both longitudinal position in the symmetry plan and at z =10.4 are presented in (Fig. 10, 
11, 12, 13), respectively. All figures represents similar results, they are in good agreement with 
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experimental data. It is observed that as in the case of (Fig. 7, 8, 11 and 12), the moving boundary 
technique reproduces the measures well than the sinusoidal velocity represented with lateral velocity w at 
1D downstream. 
6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES: 
Numerical investigation of a new promising technique for a 3D synthetic jet is carried out; this 
methodological analysis is based on the computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Computers codes in the 
aim to justify the validity of the model used and its ability. Results in form of averaged velocity 
components as well as the phase averaged quantities are compared to experimental measurement. The 
main conclusion is that the new technique presents a very promising improvement in numerical technique 
and viable for synthetic jet flows. Nevertheless more attention has to be done when generating the first 
computational mesh and when selecting the turbulence model. In later work, turbulence model effects can 
be investigated in greater detail, and three different models can found to agree poorly overall with 
experimental turbulence data. As a result, it was not possible to isolate one turbulence model as being 
better for this type of flow. However, these results were the best it was possible to attain within the 
constraints imposed by the modeling and boundary conditions used. 
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